I -3 These methods are appropriate when there is strong spatial coherence. Localized function bases, such as solitons, can be used for expansion even if spatial coherence is lacking. assuming one knows in advance the appropriate functional form for the solitons"" Roughly speaking. the state space geometry in these cases consists of nested tori whose local coordinates describe the relative phase information of the solitons' motion. An alternative approach for studying high-dimensional state spaces is to design initial condition ensembles that probe subspace structures controlling relaxation dynamics. 6 Notably. this is independent of the presence or absence of spatial coherence. In the following we apply this method to a very simple class of spatial systems. cellular automata (CA). 7 The partidular example analyzed exhibits strong spatial decorrelation. but is nonetheless highly structured. with spatial patterns consisting of chaotic domains separated by diffusing walls.
In an attempt to capture the state space geometry of high-dimensional systems. we recently proposed a computation theoretic framework for investigating the qualitative dynamics of extended systems. The attractor-basin portrait of a cellular automaton was given in terms of formal languages that described pattern ensembles. 8 Continuing in this vein we investigate here various decay processes revealed by the relaxation of selected initial pattern ensembles. The focus is on the statistical properties that control the stability of the CA's regular attractors. The primary goal in this and in a companion work is to quantitatively demonstrate that exceptions to the attractor-basin portrait analysis. though inevitably present. represent a vanishingly small fraction of initial conditions and lattice sizes. A secondary motivation is to address several of the simpler issues that will arise in the future development of techniques for identifying state space structures in high-dimensional nonlinear spatial systems.
II. CELLULAR AUTOMATA
Many CA exhibit "domains" of homogeneous spatiatemporal structure that are separated by "walls." In the following we take the nearest-neighbor elementary CA (ECA) rule 18 as an exemplar of this large class. It is arguably the simplest nonlinear CA. The neighborhood patterns {001.100} at time t map to a center cell of value I at time t+ 1; all others map to 0, Unlike other chaotic CA such as ECA rule 90. ECA 18 does not obey a linear superposition principle, This is the sense in which it is nonlinear,
The domains of ECA 18 have a simple property: Every other cell is O. Between those sites are "wild-card" sites that can be either 0 or I. Its walls break this spatial symmetry with a pattern of I (00)"1. n=O. 1.2 ..... which places a I on a site that. if it were in a domain. should have a O. Thus. for example. two consecutive Is separate two domains: One domain has Os on even sites; the other, Os on odd sites. We refer to these walls as dislocations, Figure I shows the temporal evolution ofECA 18 dislocations starting from an arbitrary initial pattern using a "filtered" space-time diagram that factors out the intervening chaotic domains.
The dislocations appear to move randomly: At each time step they must move either left or right. the choice being determined (ultimately) by bits in the initial condition. When two dislocations are sufficiently near they can annihilate by merging into a 10(00)"1 pattern. a nonlinear o I'rvf ~f1r ~ It!> '-"'I ~ [ ". Starting from an arbitrary initial pattern ECA 18 appears as a gas of randomly diffusing, annihilating dislocations superposed on a chaotic background. 9 The motion of a single dislocation between two semi-infinite (random) domains recently was shown to obey a random walk. 10 Similar results for two or more dislocations are substantially more difficult to obtain since the dislocations' motion eventually becomes correlated due to the overlap of their reverse-time light-cones. This difficulty lies at the root of the problem we investigate here and is one reason the semiempirical approach we take is a necessary complement at this time to the rigorous analysis.
An algebraic analysis of CA has recently begun to address some of the robust properties due to nonlinearity and strong dislocation interactions. For example, it has been shown that ECA 18 patterns with dislocations can be linearized." The algebraic techniques describe much of the combinatorial structure of the discrete state space of CA on finite lattices. The number and type of periodic orbits for ECA 18 on a given lattice size can be determined, for example. 12 Not surprisingly, the detailed behavior is highly sensitive to the number~theoretic properties of the lattice size N, such as its prime factorization. This leads to large fluctuations in the calculable properties as a function of lattice size that can obscure common features of the CA's behavior.
III. QUALITATIVE DYNAMICS
The qualitative dynamics of a dynamical system is the description of the state space in terms of attractors, basins, and separatrices. 13 • 14 This gives a picture of the global architecture of state space, without attempting to find closedform solutions of an individual pattern's evolution. The discreteness of CA state space and the spatial nature of CA pose a number of problems for this type of analysis. Nonetheless, a general procedure for constructing attractor- basin portraits of CA that overcomes many of the problems has recently been developed and applied to the particular case ofECA 18 (Ref. 8) and to a wide range of other CAY One useful feature of this qualitative analysis is that it traces the development of spatial patterns arising in the CA states, rather than following the exact evolution of any single configuration. This allows for a qualitative characterization of the typical behavior of the system, avoiding the proliferation of details involved in tracking individual trajectories. In addition, it is independent of the particular lattice size and spatial origin. We give a brief synopsis of the results for ECA 18 here.
One view of ECA 18's attractor-basin portrait is shown in Fig. 2 . Each symbol in the figure corresponds to an ensemble of CA states with specific properties. On finite, periodic lattices of even size N, only the portion of the figure to the left of the left dashed line is present. For finite odd N, the portion to the right of the right dashed line exists. On infinite lattices, the entire figure is present. At the bottom of the figure are the =S",nn v". In Fig. 2 , these two possible asymptotic behaviors are indicated by the two curved lines leading away from A 0. For N odd, the situation is analogous, with the vicinity v".o breaking up into If"o and Ji"o. In the following we will consider {V,A,E,P} to be {v",A 0,1f',Ji'} for N even, and to be {v",o,A 0,0,1f"0,Ji"0} for N odd.
The states in the Hamming vicinity are generated by a two step process. First, a state is produced using the appropriate attractor machine.
8 Second, a site is selected at random and its value is set randomly to 0 or 1. With probability 4 this changes the state; the result mayor may not be in the attractor. And with probability l a pair of dislocations is created, knocking the pattern off the attractor into the vicinity. The resulting interdislocation distance d> 0 is distributed exponentially as 
(3)
We define the convergence time Tc as the first time-step at which Ip(t) reaches its asymptotic value. Note that on any given finite lattice fp= IIPII/IIVII, the fraction of vicinity states evolving to periodic orbits not in the attractor.
The decay profile I p(t) gives an indirect indication of the orbit structure of the high-dimensional state space. On a finite lattice with periodic boundary conditions, all states eventually fall onto temporally periodic orbits. In particular, starting from any given initial state So in the vicinity V, the trajectory {Si,S2,S3''''} will at some point fall onto a periodic orbit either in the attractor A or in the nonattracted set P. If this orbit is in A, then there is a time T at which it first fell into A. We therefore define a transient starting in Vas a sequence of states {SO,SI,,,.,S7_1} such that (i) the initial state So lies in the vicinity, (ii) the last state S,_i is not in the attractor, and (iii) the iterate s, =<I>(S,_i) of the last state is in the attractor. Note that this definition excludes states in P. All states on transients starting in the Hamming vicinity have two dislocations if N is even, or three dislocations if N is odd. The transient length T is equal to the number of states in that part of the trajectory that lies outside A. The fraction of states in the ensemble with transient length T is given by the instantaneous decay rate
!:;Ip( T) =-fp( T) -fpC T-I).

(4)
In this way, the decay curve Ip(t) is the integral of the transient-length probability density. Furthermore, since Ip(t) can change only while there are states on transients, T c is equal to the length of the longest transient. What I p(t) fails to capture is the detailed architecture of the state space, i.e., the connectivity of the trajectories.
V. RANDOM CLIFF WALKERS
In ECA 18, the final decay of an arbitrary initial pattern to the attractor usually reduces to the annihilation of only two dislocations. On an even lattice two dislocations collide leaving a pattern in the attractor A ° with none; on an odd lattice two of three collide leaving a pattern in A 0,0 with one dislocation. The stochastic analog of the net process is that the dislocations diffuse according to a random walk and two of them eventually annihilate when their paths cross, The question in this view becomes whether ECA 18 with patterns restricted to the vicinity behaves effectively like a stochastic process.
A crude approximation of dislocation evolution, valid in the limit of vanishing dislocation density, was given in Ref. 8 . That probabilistic model is inadequate for Hamming vicinity decay since, as just noted in Eq, (I), the dislocation density is weighted toward small separations.
As an alternative, we now describe the random cliff walker 
particles evolves according to d(t) =d(t-I) +6,
Random cliff walker
(RCW), a simple stochastic process that captures the basic phenomenon. The RCW model, and modifications described below, are variants of a random walk with absorbing barriers. 16, 17 In an ideal random walk a particle moves left or right with equal probability. The distance d(t) between two such particles either stays the same or changes with equal probability. If the distance changes then it is increased or decreased by two units, again with equal probability. In the ReW process two particles annihilate whenever the distance passes through zero. d (t) itself can be considered as a quasiparticle obeying a random walk on the half-line d> O. In effect, there is a cliff at the origin: When dislocations annihilate, d passes through zero and the quasiparticle faBs off a cliff. This is modded by stopping the evolution of d (t) at that point, effectively removing one pattern from the ensemble. The rule for the RCW stochastic process is given by
where 8 is a random variable with the probability distribution given in Table I . The lattice constant has been changed to t so that the possible displacements are 13E{ -1,0,+ I}.
For convenience, we allow d(t) to take on negative values, but require that quasiparticles with d(t) <;0 be frozen in place.
Hamming-vicinity decay is simulated by generating an ensemble of M RCW quasiparticles with an exponential distribution like that for the Hamming vicinity [Eq. (1) 
The fraction fRCW(t) of surviving particles, i.e., those particles i with d;(t) > 0, is estimated using the statistic
A log-log plot of f RCW (t) vs t is shown as the solid line in Fig. 3 . In this and all succeeding plots, the logarithms are base 2. The curve was computed numerically using an ensemble of M = 10 000 particles. The curve is of the form fRCW(t)=fRcw(l) ·t-a(t) (t) observed for the exponentially distributed vicinity ensemble is roughly a superposition of the individual decays shifted by the time it takes for the particles to first begin annihilating; the latter is a function of the initial dislocation separation. And so, the decay profile slope gradually decreases until a=!.
As described, the initial fraction of "active" RCW pairs is fRCW(O) =1, whereas the initial fraction ofECA 18 dislocations is f p( 0) =~. This is due to the fact that an ECA 18 state is perturbed off the attractor with probability ~, and so only half of the states in the vicinity ensemble ever participate in the simulation. This is only a difference in normalization, and is corrected in all of the figureS.
In comparing the stochastic model to ECA 18, we will be considering the evolution of dislocations on finite lattices with periodic boundary conditions. For even-size lattices, there are two dislocations, which may annihilate either by approaching each other or by diverging from each other until they wrap around the periodic boundary; for odd lattice size, there are three dislocations, any two of which may annihilate. We treat these two cases as separate modifications of the RCW model. A general model, applicable to any number of dislocations, is a straightforward extension. However, since the vicinities we are studying have only two or three dislocations, the general model is unnecessary and is left for development elsewhere.
For two dislocations, the simpler case, we can include the finite-N effects by adding another "cliff" at lattice site N 12 (the factor of t comes from the RCW lattice constant, which is !). The resulting model is a one-dimensional random mesa walker (ID RMW), which has an explicit dependence on the lattice size. The model's one-dimensional nature is emphasized to differentiate it from the twodimensional random mesa walker developed below. For an exponential distribution of initial dislocation distances d(O) as above, we expect the fraction of surviving dislocations, fRMW(t), to show an early epoch during which it follows fRCW(t), followed by a gradual transition to a second epoch during which fRMW(t) decays at a faster rate. The transition to the second epoch occurs when the random walkers have had sufficient time to reach the second cliff at site N /2. Since the root-mean-square excursion ID RMW decay profiles fRMW(t) vs t for lattices Ne{32,512} are plotted on a log-log scale as dotted lines in Fig. 3 . For both lattice sizes, the curves were computed numerically using an ensemble of M = 12 800 particles. As the figure shows, fRMW(t) follows fRCW(t) up to a deviation time tz T d. Numerical experiments on lattices N e{2k:3<k<9} indicated that T d varies with lattice size as (S) At T d there is a gradual transition to a faster decay rate. The decay in the second epoch is roughly exponential, with a rate that decreases as N grows larger. In Fig. 3 the transition to the second epoch shows up as a smooth downturn of fRMW(t) away from fRCW(t).
The case with three dislocations, corresponding to ECA 18 on an odd-size lattice, requires a more complex modification, since there are three possible ways for the dislocations to annihilate. We can express the evolution in terms of any two of the three interdislocation distances, i.e., d,(t) and d,(t). These move according to the stochastic evolution equation 
The evolution is subject to the constraints
Violation of any of these constraints signifies that a pair of random walkers has annihilated, and so evolution stops at that point. In effect, this is a random walk in two dimensions on a triangular mesa, i.e., a 2D RMW on the simplex defined by Eq. (11). The initial distribution corresponding to Hamming-vicinity decay in ECA IS has d, (0) distributed exponentially as for the ID RMW, and d,(O) uniform over the interval I <d,(O)<;; (N -I )/2. Note that a portion of this distribution lies off the simplex, so that some random walkers are already beyond the edge at time zero; this is the same as for ECA IS.
The dashed lines in Fig. 3 show the 2D RMW decay profiles jRMW(t) vs t for lattices Ne{33,513}. As for the ID RMW profiles, the curves were computed numerically using an ensemble of M = 12 SOO particles. The curves do not follow the RCW backbone, but rather start some distance below the backbone and curve smoothly downward. The time-I fraction fRMw(I) varies with lattice size roughly as (12) with c, =0.22 and c,= 1.0. For each N, the 2D RMW decay profile lies below the corresponding ID RMW curve, indicating a faster decay rate. As for the ID RMW case, the decay becomes roughly exponential after an initial epoch. The transition to exponential decay sets in earlier and is much more gradual, making a divergence time more difficult to specify. However, the long-time behavior indicates that the transition has the same lattice-size dependence as does the ID RMW. This can be observed in If ECA IS Hamming vicinity decay mimics ideal diffusive annihilation, then its behavior should agree with the ID RMW stochastic process on even-size lattices, and with the 2D RMW process on odd-size lattices. The temporal decay f p(t) should follow the same curve as the appropriate fRMW(t). Conversely, deviations from random mesa walker profiles must be ascribed to other decay mechanisms and state space structures than diffusive annihilation on a finite lattice with periodic boundary conditions. As we show in the next section, Hamming-vicinity decay of ECA IS typically mimics the stochastic process quite well throughout most of its evolution.
VI. ECA 18 TEMPORAL DECAY
A. Hamming-vicinity decay
Returning now to our investigation of the stability of ECA 18's attractors, we study the temporal relaxation of the Hamming vicinity back onto the attractor in relation to the stochastic decay models. As discussed above, the Hamming vicinity is the physically realistic vicinity to use, since it traces the response of the system to spatially local perturbations.
Hamming-vicinity decay for ECA IS was investigated for a number of lattice sizes N < 1000, largely chosen arbitrarily. For each lattice, an initial vicinity ensemble was created as described in Sec. IV. At each time step each pattern in the ensemble was iterated once. The number of dislocations was counted using the method described in Ref. S. When the number fell below two, that pattern was removed from the ensemble, since it was in the attractor. States with two or more dislocations were allowed to continue evolving until their dislocations annihilated or they were proven to be on a periodic orbit. We investigated 12 lattice sizes selected to be in the following groups. (I) Worst case.'·19 The lattices with the largest asymptotic fraction fp are those with N k =3' 2k -2, k=O, 1,2, .... The difference in size between lattices in this set grows exponentially; we call such sets "sparse." We chose the subset N w , ={22,46,94,190,382,766}. (2) Winding number «)=0. The winding number w is the "rotation rate" of spatial patterns on temporally periodic orbits of a finite lattice. 12 Since the nonattracted orbits in the vicinity are all temporally periodic, we initially hypothesized that the winding number might airect the statistics of vicinity convergence. Of the lattices with w=o we chose the subset NE{20,24,36}.
(3) Winding number w= I: NE{14,31,42}. In addition to the above groups, we collected the same statistics on a larger set of 22 arbitrarily selected lattice sizes: even lattices N, ={32,34,66,178,530,536,598,790,840,880} and odd lattices N, = {27,45, 77, 95,99,213,629,693, 781, 799,879,919}. Not surprisingly, the decay profiles f p(t) for even-size N odd. We label these two classes (I) even-N, and (II) odd-No In addition, the even-N lattices fell into two distinct subclasses: CIA) decelerating decay and (IB) catastrophic decay. Classes lA, IB, and II are shown, respectively, in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. All of the even-N lattices follow a common backbone for the early part of their evolution. for lattice sizes NE{27, 31,45,77,95,99,213,629,693,781,799,879,919} . All curves arc labeled by lattice size. Lattices with nonzero fpare plotted to t=2Tc; all others are plotted to t= Te-L The dashed line lying above all of the decay profiles is the random cliff walker decay fRCW(t). The 2D RMW curve for N = 213 is visible as a dashed line curving downward toward the bottom of the plot.
with time. Lattices in class IA remain on the backbone until they approach their asymptotic values. In class IB, each lattice shows a marked downturn away from the backbone before convergence. For nearly all of these catastrophic-decay lattices (with exceptions noted below), this downturn coincides with the RMW's transition to its second (exponential) decay epoch. The convergence of the curves to nonzero values of Ip(t) , in Fig. 4 and subsequent figures, is due to periodic orbits in the vicinity that do not fall back into the attractor. The RCW and RMW models do not capture such structure, and so IRCW(t) and IRMW(t) continue to decay indefinitely.
The lattices in class lA, the decelerating-decay class, were N E {20, 22,32,34,42,46,66,94, 190,382, 766}. (\3) Figure 4 shows a log-log plot of the nonattracted fraction I p(t) vs t for these lattices. Lattices in this class follow the common backbone of class I lattices for nearly all of their evolution. Near the convergence time T, there is a gentle leveling as the decay curve makes its final approach to a nonzero asymptotic value. In the figure, the curves have been plotted up to t=2T, to show the values of Ip. Within the overall class, T, appears to be roughly proportional to lattice size, and so I p approaches ° in the limit of large N.
The worst-case lattices N wc ' whose asymptotic nonattracted fractions are maximal, fall into the deceleratingdecay class.
This class can be characterized as having early convergence, since T, of each lattice is less than the RMW transition time T d' The asymptotic fraction is reached before the transition to the second stochastic epoch can occur. For lattices in class lA, the evolution begins to diverge from the stochastic model only during the final approach to the asymptotic limit. Figure 5 shows Ip(t) for class IB, catastrophic decay. The lattices shown are N E{14,24,36,62, l78,530,536,598,790,840,880}. (14) As for class lA, I p(t) for these lattices initially follows the even-N backbone. At some point there is a transition to a markedly higher decay rate as seen in the profiles' downturn, which continues up to the convergence time. The time at which the transition occurs is within a few percent of the RMW transition time T d on larger lattices, and within a factor of 2 on the smaller ones. The asymptotic nonattracted fraction I p can be zero or a finite value. As for class lA, the lattices with nonzero I p are indicated by horizontal tails extending to t=2T,. The three rightmost curves, N E{790,840,880}, were still decaying when the evolution was stopped at t= 240 000. The remaining curves have Ip=O, and are plotted to t= T,-I.
Two exceptional lattices, NE{14,62}, are included in the catastrophic-decay class, even though they converge before the RMW transition time T d for those lattices. These are the leftmost two downward-pointing curves in Fig. 5 . These lattices are members of the sparse set for which all states in the vicinity evolve to the null state 0*. These lattices have size N=2k_ 2, k=2, 3, . ... Since the null state is in the attractor, I p=O for these lattices. The sharp downturn in these curves is due to the sudden decay to 0* at time T,= (N +2)/2.
Superimposed on the decay curve for N = 178 is the random mesa walker decay profile IRMW(t) for that lattice size. It is shown as the dashed line leading off the bottom of the plot. The agreement between the two curves is remarkable; they overlap nearly all the way to T,. This is typical of the larger class IB lattices. Smaller lattices tend to diverge from the corresponding RMW curves before T,. As for class lA, typical lattices in class IB closely agree with the RMW stochastic model for nearly all of their evolution.
The odd-size, class II, lattices ,31,45, 77,95,99,213,629,693, 781, 799,879,9l9}, (15) plotted in Fig. 6 , show the same downward curve as the decelerating decay class, except that they appear to decay more quickly than even lattices of similar size. for all lattices; in this, class II is similar to class I. In general, comparison with the 2D RMW decay curves shows that most lattices follow in parallel with the stochastic-model profiles, differing from them by a roughly constant factor. A typical lattice showing this effect is N =213, for which IRMW(t) is plotted in Fig. 6 as a dashed line leading off the bottom of the figure. The ECA 18 decay curve for N = 2 \3 runs parallel to it until the final approach to the asymptotic fraction. For some lattices, e.g., NE{95,99}, the agreement between Ip(t) and IRMW(t) is nearly perfect. In summary, then, the Hamming-vicinity decay profiles agree well with the appropriate random mesa walker model, up until they reach the final approach to the asymptotic value I p. The agreement is increasingly good for larger N. Even-size lattices differ primarily in whether this limit is reached before or after the transition to the second (exponential) epoch of RMW decay. For decelerating decay (class IA), the convergence time T, is less than the RMW transition time T d , and the asymptotic fraction Ip is nonzero. For catastrophic decay (class IB) T,> T d , and I p is very small or zero. On odd-size lattices, the quantitative agreement with the stochastic model is less good, although the 2D RMW does capture the shapes of the decay curves.
The fact that the decay profiles fall into only a few classes gives some hope to simply describing the geometry of the discrete state space using the qualitative dynamics of Ref. 8 in conjunction with statistical methods. We sketch the beginnings of such a description here; a detailed anal-ysis will require connecting the discrete state space view with the qualitative dynamics analysis we have used. Recall the discussion at the end of Sec. IV above, which indicated that the convergence time T, is equal to the length of the longest transient starting in the vicinity, and the instantaneous decay ratel:.fp(/) is the same as the probability density of transient lengths. Applying this to the observed decay profiles of the three classes, we see from the convergence times T, that lattices in class IA have relatively short transients, while for classes IB and II, there exist transients that are much longer: for example, compared to the class IA lattice N=766, class IB lattice N = 790 and class II lattice N = 78 I have transients that are about 500 and 100 times longer, respectively. For all lattices, linear plots of fp(/) vs I show that I:.fp(t) decreases quickly to zero with I. This is especially true of lattices in classes IB and II, for which I:.f p(t) decreases exponentially during the second epoch of their evolution. Thus the distribution of transient lengths is sharply peaked at small values; there are many more short transients than long ones. Furthermore, the close agreement between the Hamming-vicinity decay and the random mesa walker profiles shows that for each of classes I and II, the distribution of transient lengths up to the cutoff at T, is well approximated by a single family of functions parametrized by N.
To get at the large-N, long-time behavior, we observe that the asymptotic fractions f p are maximal on a sparse set N we of lattices, and even within this set appear to decrease with lattice size as jp<X.N- 1I2 • 8 ,19 Beneath this upper bound, f p fluctuates wildly with N, indicating sensitivity to the number-theoretic properties of the lattice size.
The dependence of f p on N is exactly the type of question the algebraic analysis should answer; we plan to discuss this in greater detail in the future. Finally, the decay profiles did not indicate any great dependence on lattice winding number w, except that w=O lattices decay more rapidly than comparable w= I lattices.
B. Noisy lattices
As a second method of examining the typical behavior of ECA 18, we added a small amount of random noise to the iteration rule. The extent to which this affects the vicinity convergence profile f p (/) gives an indication of the stability of the orbits under this perturbation: in particular, of the periodic orbits off the attractor.
The random noise took a particular form, chosen specifically to be the "minimal" perturbation to a state in the vicinity. At each time step, domain wild-card cells are flipped with i.i.d. probability Pa;p' The latter is set so that approximately one cell in the lattice is flipped per iteration, i.e., Pfii p z2/N since there are approximately N/2 wildcard cells in a vicinity state. This perturbation does not change the number or the positions of the dislocations. Instead it addresses the questions of whether such a weak perturbation is sufficient to destroy the nonattracted periodic orbits, or whether they are stable, i.e., whether they are themselves attractors.
The overall expectation is that the noise should not affect the decay behavior in the early diffusive epoch. Ne{31, 36, 42, 45, 66, 94, 190, 213, 536, 693} from each class, with minimal stochastic perturbations in the domains. All curves are labeled by lattice size. Lattices N E {536,693} were haIted at 1=30000 before they reached their asymptotic values; all other lattices decayed to f p=O and are plotted to t= Tc-l. As before, fRCW(t) is shown as a dashed line. The RMW decay curve for lattice N = 190, which is in the decelerating-decay class for noise-free evolution, is also shown as the dashed line curving down off the bottom of the page.
ing the later epoch, when the statistics of the noise-free evolution are dominated by the periodic orbits, the stability of those orbits will determine the effect of the noise. If the periodic orbits are unstable, then the asymptotic fraction f p should decay to zero. Furthermore, the differences in the shape of f p(t) for different lattices sizes should be less pronounced.
We gathered statistics for ten lattices N E {31, 36,42,45,66,94, 190,2 13,536 ,693} using ensembles of size M = I X 10 4 • This group includes examples of all three decay classes defined above. fp(t) is plotted for these lattices in Fig. 7 . Lattices NE{536,693} are plotted to 1=30 000; all others are plotted to T, -I. The results can be summarized as follows.
The two largest lattices, N E{536,693} were still decaying when the evolution was stopped at 1= 30000; since both of these lattices have f p= 0 for the unperturbed case, we expect the noisy decay to have zero asymptotic value as well. On all other lattices, fp(t) decayed to zero at finite t. There was no leveling off to a nonzero asymptotic value; the decay profiles for all lattices followed the appropriate RMW curve all the way to f p=O. This difference is most significant in the case of the decelerating-decay (class IA) lattices NE{42,66,94,190}, two of which are in the worstcase set N w,' These lattices actually took on the catastrophic profile of class lB. The RMW decay profile fRMW(t) for the worst-case lattice N = 190, plotted in Fig.   7 as the dashed line curving down off the edge of the figure, shows a roughly constant offset from the noisy decay profile fp(/); there is no trace of the decelerating-decay behavior of the noise-free evolution. Neither the catastrophic-decay (class IB) lattices NE{36,536} nor the odd-N (class II) lattices NE{31,45,213,693} were signifi-cantly affected, up to the time when the unperturbed decay began to level off.
We interpret these results to indicate that the periodic orbits nearhy, but not in, the attractors A 0 and A 0,0 are unstable to small perturbations. The detailed orbit structure imposed by the number-theoretic properties of the lattice size N is washed out by weak noise. Thus, the set of asymptotically nonattracted orbits is sparse in the vicinity: small perturbations typically drive the state into the attractor's basin. This is further evidence that A D and A 0,0 are attractors of ECA 18.
C_ ~ubbasin decay
As we mentioned in Sec. IV, there is more than one possible choice of initial vicinity ensemble. The most obvious alternative to the Hamming vicinity V H is the b w subbasin, denoted Vb' which contains all states with w=2 dislocations on even-sized lattices and W= 3 on odd latticeS, Clearly, V He Vb' The subbasin vicinity corresponds to the smallest "excitation" of the system, in the sense that the states have the minimal number of dislocations to move them off the attractor. In a parallel series of investigations on the same set oflattices as above, we calculated fpC t) for an initial ensemble of states drawn uniformly from b 2 or b 3 , as appropriate. This induces a distribution of initial interdislocation distances that is uniform, rather than exponentially decaying, as was the case for V H'
On all of the lattices measured, the convergence time T, was the same for Vb as for V H' On lattices where V H had a vanishing asymptotic fraction f P' Vb also gave f p = O. On the remaining lattices, f p was typically higher for Vb than for V H' Unlike the Hamming-vicinity profiles, the even-size lattices did not follow a common backbone. Instead, they formed a family of similarly shaped curves parametrized by the time-I fraction f p(1 ). The time-I fraction increased monotonically with lattice size to a limiting value. The profiles of the lattices fell into the same classification scheme as for V H decay, but the functional forms were different.
The stochastic model corresponding to the b 2 -subbasin vicinity on a lattice of size N is a random mesa walker with a uniform distribution of inter dislocation distances d(O) on the interval 0 <d(O) <N/2. The probability of a given site being occupied by a random walker is proportional to liN, so that as N grows, relatively fewer random walkers fall off the cliffs in the first time-step. Numerical experiments showed that the time-I fraction fRMw(1) varies with lattice size as fRMW (1) =c,(1-liN) , with c, =0.25. The observed decay curves quickly became exponential, f RMW (t) -2 -ml, and the decay rate m depended on lattice size as m(N) =kN-a , with k= 16.0 and a=2.0. Finally, when a small amount of noise was added to the evolution of Vb' all lattices decayed to fp=O. All of the decay profiles for even-size lattices were approximately exponential, with a decay rate that decreased with increasing N. As for the RMW model, the decay rate on even-size lattices varied with lattice size roughly as m (NJ =kN-a ,  a",,2 , k"" 16; the agreement with the RMW was better for larger N. Odd lattices decayed slightly faster than even lattices of corresponding size.
All of these results indicate that, while the functional forms of the Vb decay profiles differ in details from those of V HJ the convergence times, instability to perturbations, and overall classification scheme are preserved.
Vll, CONCLUDING REMARKS
Stepping back then, there are at present three general approaches to analyzing cellular automata: empirical studies using simulation, qualitative dynamics based on computation theory, and algebraic analysis. The preceding work attempted to bridge the gap between these alternative views by relating statistical behavior to the qualitative dynamics, and giving pointers to the relation of those two to the algebraic description. We investigated the diffusive behavior of dislocations as it controls the stability of ECA 18's attractors. The results indicate deviations that should reflect structures accessible via the algebraic analysis. The hope is that, despite the apparent spatio--temporal complexity exhibited by such simple models, much of the structure of nonlinear CA ---especially those dominated by domains and waIls---ean be understood along these lines. At a minimum, though, the empirical results give a quantitative grounding to the actual frequency of occurrence of various phenomena. The earlier discussion' of the qualitative dynamics of ECA 18 left several questions unanswered. For example, how likely are deviations from the attractor-basin portrait? And, what fraction of vicinity patterns are not attracted back into the invariant set? The simulations presented here give the quantitative answers to these questions and the random mesa walker, an accurate phenomenological model. Much of the deterministic CA's behavior is well approximated as an ideal diffusion of a gas of annihilating dislocations. Thus, we interpret the deviations from the stochastic model of temporal decay into the attractor as being indicative of certain state space structures not captured by the attractor-basin portrait; these structures influence the decay on time scales set by the system size and boundary conditions. We found two major types of deviation: (i) final convergence in finite time to a nonzero fraction of states off the attractor; and (ii) systematic deviation by a roughly constant factor throughout the evolution. Both of these effects grow less pronounced as lattice size increases. The decay profiles themselves are closely related to the distribution of lengths of transients starting in the vicinity and faIling into the attractor, We found that evensize lattices fall into two classes, one of which has a cutoff at short transient lengths, while for the other, much longer transients are present; odd-size lattices all showed long transients. For all lattices, there were many more short transients than long ones. The interesting observation is that the decay behavior for such a wide range of lattice sizes falls into so few classes. This is a result that is obscured in the discrete state space representation.
